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Abstract

Background: Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) is a polypeptide that structurally is similar to human pro-insulin, one of the factors that is altered in obesity and many related diseases, hence a large body of research devoted to evaluate it.

Methods: In this mini-review, we briefly explain the role of IGF1 in different conditions, including obesity, cardiovascular disease, and cancer through the results of review and original articles in both animal and human studies.

Results: The short-term metabolic effect of IGF-1 is insulin-like, and its long-term effect is growth factor-like. IGF1 has different roles in the initiation and progression of different diseases, because in some cases, the anti-apoptotic effect, can help cell survival while in others, it may lead to cancer or increment of adipocytes.

Conclusion: It is highly recommended to consider the different impacts of IGF1 in health and diseases prevention in future studies and interventions.
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Introduction

Globally, obesity is one of the main reasons of preventable and chronic disease. In recent decades, obesity and overweight prevalence have significantly increased. World Health Organization (WHO) reported that the worldwide prevalence of obesity has nearly doubled since 1980. In 2014, epidemiological studies proposed that more than 1.9 billion adults, 18 years and older, were overweight. Obesity is associated with various pathological conditions, such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, insulin resistance (IR) which leads to type 2 diabetes, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), cardiovascular disease and cancer that eventually increase mortality and morbidity (1-3). Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) is one of the factors that is altered in obesity and many related diseases, hence a large body of research devoted to evaluate it. In the following article, we focus on the role of IGF1 and its downstream signaling in most common chronic disease.

More than forty years ago, two active substances were isolated by Rinderknecht and Humbel from human serum, which were renamed “insulin-like growth factor 1 and 2” (IGF-1 and 2) due to their structural resemblance to pro-insulin. Afterward, it was recognized that IGF-1 plays an important role in the anabolic and mitogenic activity of growth hormone (2, 4).

Growth hormone (GH) and IGF1 have some vital effects on metabolism apart from their role in growth. GH...
stabilizes the production of IGF1 in many tissues and in this way, they together regulate fat, protein, and glucose metabolism (5). GH exerts anti-insulin effect and IGF1 have insulin-like properties (6). IGF-1 and IGF-2, are the main ligand of IGF1 system with three cell-membrane receptors including insulin receptor, IGF-1 receptor (IGF1R), IGF-2 receptor and 6 IGF-binding proteins, IGFBP-1 to IGFBP-6 that regulate IGF1 availability and activity. IGF-1R is also a tyrosine kinase receptor, which consists of two subunits (α and β). IGF-1 and IGF-2 autophosphorylate their receptor and activate multiple signaling pathways leading to proliferation and apoptosis prevention, including extracellular signal-regulated kinase/ mitogen-activated protein kinase and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/ anti-apoptotic serine-threonine kinase pathways (7, 8). The short-term metabolic effect of IGF-1 is insulin-like, and the long-term effect of it is growth factor-like. controlling the cell growth and organ size is mediated via mitotic and anti-apoptotic effects, but it has some physiological role metabolism that is discussed in the following (9).

While calorie restriction is an important dietary intervention, which increases lifespan through downregulating IGF1 pathway, the role of different macronutrients due to overlapping effects of them have been studied as well. Evidence suggests that increased mortality is associated with higher carbohydrate intake, (specifical sugar) as a result of activating insulin cascade (10). Specifically, Glucose enriched diet, decrease C.elegans lifespan by upregulating IGF1 signaling (11). Protein is the key macronutrient and attracts much attention in the field of calorie restriction, aging and IGF1 pathway within the recent years. There are many studies which compare the effect of calorie or protein restriction on IGF1 signaling and aging. However, recently it has been shown that calorie restriction has a profound effect compared to the protein or amino acid restriction (12). High-fat diet (ketogenic diet) is also able to decrease insulin/IGF1 and exert some beneficial effects on health (13). In more details, chronic high fat diet leads to IF and NAFLD through reduction of the IGF1 receptor or their binding affinity (14).

Methods

This is a mini-review which focused on the role of IGF1 in different conditions including obesity, cardiovascular disease, and cancer through discussing the results of review and original articles in both animal and human studies. The following keywords were searched including: IGF1, obesity, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and apoptosis.

Results

IGF1 and obesity

Obesity means developing adipose tissue followed by a combined process including enlargement of older adipocytes, proliferation, and differentiation of new adipocytes. IGF1 has a vital role in the progression of cell cycle and mitogenesis. In this regard, IGF1 may contribute to the development of obesity, which is in contrast to the role of this molecule in an oxidative capacity, as discussed later (15, 16). Obesity, metabolic syndrome, and IF may highly dysregulate IGF1 system, offering to hyperinsulinemia and increased free IGF-1. Data suggest that in obesity, GH secretion is diminished, but it is not associated with reducing the IGF1 level. Because it is hypothesized that, hyperinsulinemia due to obesity reduce IGF1 binding protein and subsequently increase IGF1 free concentrations (17). However, the effect of obesity on IGF1 concentration is controversial. In some studies, it is reported that human recombinant GH ameliorates metabolic syndrome parameter through increasing total IGF1 level, take into consideration that free IGF1 level increased despite the total IGF1 level (18). High dose of GH induce lipolysis and exert anti-insulin effect, in GH-deficient adults and in subjects with metabolic syndrome a very low dose GH therapy (0.1 mg/day) without affecting the body composition improved insulin sensitivity, which may be the result of increasing free IGF1 bioavailability without the induction of lipolysis (19, 20). The other study in obese subjects with ectopic fat storage has shown that Sirtuin 4 level- an NAD+ dependent deacetylase- is low in the skeletal muscle and liver, which are associated with the increased cardiovascular risk factor. Interestingly, lower serum Sirt4 levels and higher BMI and waist circumference have been reported in those obese subjects with low peak GH and low IGF-1 levels. Since GH/IGF1 promote mitochondrial oxidative capacity, its reduced level can decrease the B oxidation, as an example of the maladaptive changes during obesity (21, 22). In the other study, GH treatment for 1 year resulted in VO2 max increment and the reduction of waist circumference and body fat mass (23).

IGF1 and Cardiovascular disease

In 15-years prospective study of 231 cases and 374 matched controls without any sign of ischemic heart disease (IHD) at the baseline of the study, those with baseline IGF-1 levels in the lowest quartile had a 2-fold increased risk of IHD (when the major IGF-binding protein, IGFBP-3, was controlled). It is hypothesized that low IGF1 is correlated with, obesity, low physical activity, and IF(24, 25). On the other hand, some clinical and epidemiological studies revealed that IGF1 could protect myocyte and play a role in their survival. Moreover, Mammalian Myocardial Contractility can be augmented by IGF1 through sensitizing the myofilaments to Ca2+ without increasing myocyte and inhibit reperfusion-induced apoptosis of cardiac myocytes after myocardial ischemia (26, 27). Arterial intima-media thickness (IMT) has been recognized as a good predictor of the risk of cardiovascular events. In GH deficient adult carotid arterial intima-media thickness increased and after one-year treatment decreased. The author suggests that increasing nitric oxide formation and activity in response to IGF1 is a reason for these changes (23).

IGF1, apoptosis, and cancer

IGF1 is a survival agent and growth factor for a diverse range of normal and malignant cells. IGF-1 plays a key role in the anti-apoptotic and mitogenic pathway in many cell types. Since IGF-1, stimulates progression of the cell cycle from G1 to S phase, has been identified as a cell cycle progression factor. IGF-1 activates phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI-3K)/Akt signaling cascade and mitogen-activated
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protein kinase (MAPK). Activated Akt can suppress apoptosis through inhibiting the activation of the interleukin-1β-converting enzyme (28)-like proteases, glycolen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) and the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) (29-31). Over-activation of PI-3K/Akt triggers NF-κB signaling and accelerates the aging process while impairment of PI-3K/Akt signaling leads to activation of FOXO factors and extending the lifespan (32).

In this regard, A six-year study of 32,826 nurses, indicated that highest levels of IGF-1 are associated with two-and-a-half times greater risk of colorectal cancer (33). Moreover, cell line studies have shown that interleukin-6 (IL-6) promote the proliferation of multiple myeloma (MM) cells and protect them against dexamethasone-induced apoptosis by means of IGF-1 (29). Besides that, IGF1 or IGFIR over activation lead to migration and motility of cancer cell through the extension of lamellipodia in neuroblastoma cell lines (34). Strong evidence suggests that IGF1 is overexpressed in the early stage of breast cancer and is correlated with radio-resistance and tumor recurrence (35). Also increased serum IGF-1 level is associated with a doubling of the prostate cancer risk (36). Interestingly, carbohydrate restriction, even without calorie restriction decreased obesity-associated inflammation and slow tumor growth through IGF1 reduction (37). Generally, different observations revealed that carbohydrate restriction, specifically in ketogenic diet, increase intracellular K+ in cancer cell through converting enzyme (28)–like proteases, glycogen synthase protein kinase (MAPK). Activated Akt can suppress apoptosis through inhibiting the activation of the interleukin-1β-converting enzyme (28)-like proteases, glycolen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) and the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) (29-31). Over-activation of PI-3K/Akt triggers NF-κB signaling and accelerates the aging process while impairment of PI-3K/Akt signaling leads to activation of FOXO factors and extending the lifespan (32).

In this regard, A six-year study of 32,826 nurses, indicated that highest levels of IGF-1 are associated with two-and-a-half times greater risk of colorectal cancer (33). Moreover, cell line studies have shown that interleukin-6 (IL-6) promote the proliferation of multiple myeloma (MM) cells and protect them against dexamethasone-induced apoptosis by means of IGF-1 (29). Besides that, IGF1 or IGFIR over activation lead to migration and motility of cancer cell through the extension of lamellipodia in neuroblastoma cell lines (34). Strong evidence suggests that IGF1 is overexpressed in the early stage of breast cancer and is correlated with radio-resistance and tumor recurrence (35). Also increased serum IGF-1 level is associated with a doubling of the prostate cancer risk (36). Interestingly, carbohydrate restriction, even without calorie restriction decreased obesity-associated inflammation and slow tumor growth through IGF1 reduction (37). Generally, different observations revealed that carbohydrate restriction, specifically in ketogenic diet, increase intracellular K+ in cancer cell through downregulating insulin/IGF1 pathway specially on the tumors that are dependent to glycolysis (38).

**Conclusion**

IGF1 is a polypeptide that structurally is similar to human pro-insulin. IGF1 signaling plays a major role in controlling aging and lifespan. This factor is altered in obesity and many related diseases, including cardiovascular diseases and cancer. This molecule has a vital effect on metabolism and proliferation. It is hypothesized that its short-term effect is insulin-like, and the long-term effect is growth factor-like. Hence, IGF1 has different roles in the initiation and progression of different diseases, because in some cases the anti-apoptotic effect, can help cell survival, which in other cases it, may lead to cancer or increment of adipocytes. Therefore, it is important to take into account the role of this molecule in specific situations, which has been discussed or analyzed.
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